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I reviewed and welcomed Volume 1 in this ongoing series from Toccata Classics, 
devoted to the chamber music of Adolf Busch, back in 37:4, and I will refer readers 
to that for background details regarding his compositional oeuvre. While Busch 
remains renowned primarily as one of the early 20th century’s premier violin 
virtuosos and chamber musicians, the quality of the music that is gradually but 
progressively appearing on these and other releases is making a strong case for him 
as a composer of considerable merit. Busch had the misfortune of not only having his
performing activities overshadow his compositional ones, but also of writing music 
that, while well crafted and distinctive, did not belong to the creative cutting edge of 
its era and so was disregarded. Now that some of the hidebound academic prejudices 
of the past have fallen by the wayside (not that they haven’t been replaced by others, 
of course), a good deal of 20th-century tonal music that was once disparaged for not 
being atonal, dodecaphonic, aleatoric, or otherwise avant-garde is now being dusted 
off, reassessed, and given a much fairer hearing.
As with the preceding CD, all of the music here features the clarinet in a solo or 
prominent role. (Flute and saxophone were the other two wind instruments that Busch
particularly favored in his chamber music output.) The major entry here, almost a 
half-hour in length, is the Sonata for Clarinet and Piano. Although it does not sound 
immediately imitative of Brahms, that master’s two great autumnal masterworks 
inevitably cast a long shadow over it, particularly in its overall melancholy mien, and 
as with all of Busch’s works it remains firmly within a late Romantic stylistic ambit. 
It also shares the idiosyncratic feature common to many of Busch’s works of 
movements of highly unequal length and unconventional successions of tempos. (A 
man of high ideals and rigorous adherence to principles, Busch in crafting his music 
clearly said exactly what he thought he should say, and how he should say it, without 
regard to typical expectations.) In this case, the three movement titles are Allegro ma 
non troppo (though actually closer to an Andante in feeling), Scherzando vivace, 
and Grave, Adagio espressivo e cantabile, Allegretto, Molto adagio - quasi presto, 
with respective timings of 11:35, 3:36, and 11:51.
The next most substantial piece here is the Suite for Solo Clarinet, cast for once by 



Busch in four movements with a conventional succession of tempos (Andante 
tranquillo, Adagio, Scherzo: molto vivace, and Vivace) though still of 
disproportionate durations (1:31, 3:24, 5:25, and 6:04). Here Busch takes his cue, by 
way of his friend Max Reger, from the suites of Bach for solo violin and solo cello. 
The other four works all fall into the category of serenades, with the Five Canons 
(here played by a clarinet and two oboes) being more academically formal studies, 
while the two pieces of Hausmusik and the Divertimento provide charming diversions
for entertainment. The six-movement Divertimento in particular is an absolute delight
that ought to be standard concert fare, once again featuring Busch’s whimsical 
indulgence in off-kilter proportions (five miniature movements range in length from 
0:21 to 1:25, whereas a penultimate scherzo times out at 4:08); while the Hausmusik, 
op. 26c, that closes the disc is an unabashedly Viennese confection of 
pure Gemütlichkeit, a musical torte mit Schlagsahne that Erich Wolfgang Korngold 
might have tossed off as a sport.
The performances here, by clarinetist Bettina Beigelbeck and her colleagues of the ad
hoc Busch Kollegium Karlsruhe, are once again exemplary. As before, I do remain a 
bit puzzled as to why the various pieces comprising op. 26 and op. 62 were divided 
between two different releases, instead of entire opus numbers being grouped 
together on single discs; I presume it has to do with the instrumentation of the pieces, 
as the previous disc featured primarily clarinet and strings, whereas this one has 
mostly clarinet and winds. Toccata once again provides excellent recorded sound and 
detailed, informative booklet notes. As with its predecessor, this is enthusiastically 
recommended, and I look forward with a mixture of eager anticipation and 
impatience to successive items in this remarkable series. James A. Altena
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